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We investigate the nature of the finite-temperature chiral transition in QCD with two light
flavors, in the case of an effective suppression of the U(1)A symmetry breaking induced by
the axial anomaly, which implies the symmetry breaking U(2)L ⊗ U(2)R → U(2)V , instead of
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R → SU(2)V . For this purpose, we perform a high-order field-theoretical perturba-
tive study of the renormalization-group flow of the corresponding three-dimensional multiparameter
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson Φ4 theory with the same symmetry-breaking pattern. We confirm the ex-
istence of a stable fixed point, and determine its attraction domain in the space of the bare quartic
parameters. Therefore, the chiral QCD transition might be continuous also if the U(1)A symmetry
is effectively restored at Tc. However, the corresponding universality class differs from the O(4) vec-
tor universality class which would describe a continuous transition in the presence of a substantial
U(1)A symmetry breaking at Tc. We estimate the critical exponents of the U(2)L⊗U(2)R → U(2)V
universality class by computing and analyzing the corresponding perturbative expansions. These
results are important to discriminate among the different scenarios for the scaling behavior of QCD
with two light flavors close to the chiral transition.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw,25.75.Nq,11.10.Wx,11.30.Rd,05.10.Cc
I. INTRODUCTION
At finite temperature (T ) nuclear matter shows two
different phases: a low-T hadronic phase, in which chiral
symmetry is broken, and a high-T phase, in which chi-
ral symmetry is restored and quarks and gluons are un-
bounded [1–6]. Since the u and d quarks are very light,
a great amount of work has been devoted to the study
of QCD with Nf light flavors, Nf = 2 being the physi-
cally interesting case. In this limit the QCD Lagrangian
is invariant under U(Nf )L and U(Nf )R transformations.
Since
U(N)L,R ∼= U(1)L,R ⊗ [SU(N)/Z(N)]L,R, (1)
and the group U(1)L ⊗U(1)R is isomorphic to the group
U(1)V ⊗U(1)A of vector and axial U(1) transformations,
the classical symmetry group of the theory can be written
as
U(1)V ⊗U(1)A⊗ [SU(Nf )/Z(Nf )]L⊗ [SU(Nf )/Z(Nf )]R.
(2)
The vector subgroup U(1)V corresponds to the quark-
number conservation and it is not expected to play any
role at the transition. The U(1)A symmetry is broken to
Z(Nf )A by quantum fluctuations, since the divergence of
the corresponding current presents a quantum anomaly
proportional to the topological charge density. This re-
duces the relevant symmetry to [5]
[SU(Nf )L ⊗ SU(Nf )R]/Z(Nf )V . (3)
At zero temperature, the hadronic spectrum shows that
this symmetry is spontaneously broken to SU(Nf )V with
N2f − 1 Goldstone particles (pions and kaons) and a
nonzero quark condensate 〈ψ¯ψ〉. The large mass differ-
ence between the pseudoscalar flavor singlet and nonsin-
glet mesons, such as η and η′, which have the same quark
content, reflects the quantum breaking of the U(1)A sym-
metry.
At finite temperature, a phase transition occurs at a
critical temperature Tc, Tc ≃ 160 MeV for Nf = 2.
Above Tc, chiral symmetry is restored and the quark
condensate vanishes. Therefore, the symmetry-breaking
pattern at the chiral transition is expected to be
[SU(Nf )L ⊗ SU(Nf )R]/Z(Nf )V → SU(Nf )V /Z(Nf )V ,
(4)
with a matrix-like order parameter given by the expec-
tation value of the quark bilinear Ψij ≡ ψ¯L,iψR,j . In the
case of two flavors, i.e. Nf = 2, the symmetry-breaking
pattern (4) is equivalent to that of the O(4) vector model,
i.e., to O(4)→O(3) [7–15]. Thus, in the case of a contin-
uous transition, the critical behavior of the model with
two massless flavors is expected to belong to the three-
dimensional (3D) O(4) universality class.
The symmetry-breaking pattern at the transition sig-
nificantly changes if also the U(1)A symmetry is restored.
The anomaly effects breaking the U(1)A symmetry are re-
lated to the topological properties of QCD. Semiclassical
instanton calculations predict a substantial suppression
of the instanton density for T ≫ Tc, where the dilute
instanton gas (DIG) model is expected to provide a reli-
able approximation [16]. For example, in QCD with Nf
light flavors of mass m, the topological susceptibility χ
is expected to decay asymptotically as [16]
χ ∼ mNf T−κ, κ = 11
3
Nc +
1
3
Nf − 4 (5)
2where Nc is the number of colors. For Nc = 3 andNf = 2
we have κ = 23/3. Although χ vanishes in the massless
limit, the Dirac zero modes associated with the instan-
tons induce a residual contribution to the U(1)A sym-
metry breaking, giving rise to a difference between the
susceptibilities of the so-called π and δ channels at high
T [17, 18], which behaves as χpi −χδ ∼ T−κ in the chiral
massless limit.
The breaking of the U(1)A symmetry at finite T , and
its role at the chiral transition, has been much inves-
tigated [17–34]. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of lat-
tice QCD [17–25] find a substantial suppression of the
U(1)A anomaly effects at large T , as predicted by the
DIG model. These results are supported by numerical
investigations of pure SU(N) gauge theories, which show
that the topological susceptibility is rapidly suppressed
above the deconfinement transition, see, e.g., Ref. [35]
and references therein, and that the DIG regime sets in
quite early for T & Tc [36]. There are also some claims of
an exact restoration of the U(1)A symmetry at the chiral
transition [20, 21].
It is thus worth investigating the nature of the finite-
T chiral transition in the case the U(1)A symmetry is
effectively restored, and the relevant symmetry-breaking
pattern is
[U(Nf )L ⊗U(Nf )R]/U(1)V → U(Nf )V /U(1)V , (6)
instead of that reported in Eq. (4).
Up to now we have discussed the case of the model with
Nf massless flavors. However, in nature quarks have a
finite mass. Since u and d quarks are very light, one ex-
pects that the correct physical behavior can be obtained
by considering their masses as a perturbation in the the-
ory with Nf = 2. According to renormalization-group
(RG) theory, if the transition is continuous in the chi-
ral massless limit, then an analytic crossover is expected
for nonzero values of the quark masses mf , because the
quark masses act as external fields coupled to the or-
der parameter. Still, the presence of a close continuous
transition gives rise to scaling relations depending on the
fermion mass mf = m and on the reduced temperature
t ≡ (T − Tc)/Tc. For instance, the fermion condensate is
expected to scale as
〈ψ¯ψ〉 ∝ m1/δE(m−1/(β+γ)t), (7)
where δ, β and γ are appropriate critical exponents deter-
mined by the universality class of the transition, see e.g.
Refs. [7, 37–39], and E(x) is an universal scaling function
(apart from trivial normalizations). On the other hand,
a first-order transition is generally robust against per-
turbations. Therefore, if the massless theory undergoes
a first-order transition, we expect a first-order transition
also for small nonvanishing values of the masses, up to an
endpointm∗, around which a 3D Ising critical behavior is
expected. For larger fermion masses the phase transition
disappears and we have an analytic crossover as well.
To make contact with experiments, it is also necessary
to take into account the massive strange quark s, whose
mass (ms ≈ 100 MeV) is comparable with Tc. Since the
transition is expected to be of first order for Nf = 3 light
degenerate quarks, we also expect a first-order transition
when increasing ms (keeping mu = md = 0), at least for
sufficiently small values of ms. For larger values of ms
there are two possibilities, depending on the nature of the
transition for Nf = 2 degenerate quarks, corresponding
to the limit ms → ∞. In one case we may have a first-
order transition line which extends for all values of ms.
Alternatively, the first-order transition line extends up to
a finite m∗s, then the transition becomes continuous for
ms > m
∗
s, and in particular in the limit ms → ∞; m∗s
is a tricritical point, separating the first-order transition
line from the critical line, which implies that the critical
behavior for ms = m
∗
s should be described by mean-field
theory, with logarithmic corrections.
The nature of the chiral transition has been extensively
studied. In spite of several MC studies of different lattice
QCD formulations with two light quarks [40–50], the na-
ture of the chiral transition is still controversial. Some
MC results favor a continuous transition, but are not
sufficiently accurate to clearly identify the correspond-
ing universality class. Other MC studies report instead
evidence of a first-order transition. For quark masses
close to their physical values, the results of MC simula-
tions [51–58] support a crossover scenario: the low-T and
high-T regimes are not separated by a phase transition,
but rather by a crossover region in which the thermody-
namic quantities change rapidly, but continuously, in a
relatively narrow temperature interval.
The universal features of the chiral transition can be
investigated within the RG framework [37, 38]. They are
determined by a few global properties, such as the space
dimensionality d (d = 3 for the finite-T QCD transition),
the nature and the symmetry of the order parameter (a
complex matrix related to the bilinear quark operators
ψ¯LiψRj), and the symmetry-breaking pattern (which is
given by Eqs. (4) or (6) depending on the role played
by the U(1)A anomaly). For this purpose one considers
the RG flow in the space of Lagrangians which satisfy
the above-reported general properties and determines the
fixed points (FPs) of the flow. In the absence of a stable
FP, only first-order transitions between the disordered
and ordered phases are possible. On the other hand, if a
stable FP exists, the transition may be continuous, and
the usual critical exponents ν, η, etc... are related to the
eigenvalues of the linearized flow around the FP. How-
ever, it is important to stress that, even in the presence
of a stable FP, some systems may still undergo a first-
order transition. From the RG point of view, this occurs
in systems which are not in the attraction domain of the
stable FP.
To determine the RG behavior of the model, one can
use standard perturbative field-theoretical approaches
[7, 39]. The first RG study of the effective model with
symmetry-breaking pattern (6) was presented by Pisarski
and Wilczek [5], who performed a one-loop calculation
within the ǫ expansion, ǫ = 4 − d, finding no stable FP
3TABLE I: Summary of the RG predictions for the finite-T
QCD transition, as a function of the number Nf of light fla-
vors. We distinguish two cases, depending whether the U(1)A
symmetry is broken or effectively restored. When a contin-
uous transition is possible, we specify the corresponding 3D
universality class by reporting its symmetry-breaking pattern.
Nf U(1)A broken U(1)A restored
1 crossover or 1stord O(2)→ Z2 or 1
stord
2 O(4)→ O(3) or 1stord U(2)L ⊗ U(2)R → U(2)V
or 1stord
≥ 3 1stord 1stord
close to d = 4. This result suggests a first-order transi-
tion for the model with symmetry-breaking pattern (6).
However, subsequent analyses of the RG flow directly in
three dimensions, based on high-order perturbative ex-
pansions (up to six loops), have provided the evidence of
a stable 3D FP [59–61]. Thus, the transition may also be
continuous if the U(1)A symmetry is effectively restored
at Tc. However, its universality class differs from the 3D
O(4) universality class.
Table I summarizes the results of these RG analyses,
reporting the possible transitions for various values of
Nf , and for the two symmetry breaking patterns (4) and
(6). When a continuous transition is possible, the corre-
sponding universality class is reported.
In this paper we extend previous field-theoretical stud-
ies [59–61] of the 3D U(2)L⊗U(2)R → U(2)V universality
class. Our purpose is to provide accurate predictions for
the critical features of this universality class, for which we
know much less compared with the O(N) vector univer-
sality classes. We study the RG flow of the multiparam-
eter Φ4 theory with the same symmetry breaking. For
this purpose, we consider two different 3D perturbative
schemes: the massive zero-momentum (MZM) scheme
[7, 39, 62] and the 3D minimal subtraction scheme MS
without ǫ expansion [63, 64].
The resummation of the perturbative expansions of
the β functions (known to six and five loops in the
MZM and MS scheme, respectively) allows us to compute
the RG trajectories starting from the unstable Gaussian
FP of the free theory. They approach a stable FP in
both schemes for an extended region of bare parameters.
Moreover, we estimate the critical exponents by com-
puting the expansions of appropriate RG functions and
evaluating them at the stable FP.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we re-
view the universality and RG arguments which we use to
investigate the finite-T transition in QCD with Nf = 2
light flavors. In particular, we define the effective theory
that is relevant for the model with symmetry-breaking
pattern (6). In Sec. III we study the RG flow in the
space of the renormalized couplings; in particular we de-
termine the RG trajectories that start at the unstable
Gaussian FP of the free quadratic theory and flow to-
wards the stable FP controlling the critical behavior at
the transition. Moreover, we determine the critical ex-
ponents by evaluating appropriate RG functions at the
stable FP. Finally, in Sec. IV we draw our conclusions.
In App. A we report the perturbative expansions used
in the paper to determine the RG flow and the critical
exponents.
II. RG ANALYSIS OF THE CHIRAL
TRANSITION
The nature of the finite-T chiral transition in QCD can
be investigated using universality and RG arguments [5,
59–61, 65]. In this section we review them, focussing on
the finite-T transition in QCD with two light flavors.
Let us first assume that the phase transition at Tc is
continuous for vanishing quark masses. In this case the
length scale of the critical modes diverges approaching
Tc, becoming eventually much larger than 1/Tc, which
is the size of the euclidean “temporal” dimension at Tc.
Therefore, the asymptotic critical behavior is associated
with a 3D universality class with the same symmetry
breaking pattern and the order parameter is an N × N
complex-matrix field Φij , related to the bilinear quark
operators ψ¯LiψRj . Nonvanishing quark masses can be
accounted for by an external field coupled to the order
parameter.
To determine the critical behavior we consider the
most general Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson (LGW) Φ4 the-
ory compatible with the given symmetry breaking. If
Eq. (6) holds, the theory is given by
LU(N) = Tr(∂µΦ†)(∂µΦ) + rTrΦ†Φ (8)
+
u0
4
(
TrΦ†Φ
)2
+
v0
4
Tr
(
Φ†Φ
)2
,
where the field Φij is a generic N × N complex ma-
trix. The symmetry is U(N)L⊗U(N)R, which breaks
to U(N)V if v0 > 0, thus providing the LGW theory
relevant for QCD with two light flavors. The reduction
of the symmetry to SU(N)L⊗SU(N)R for QCD, due to
the axial anomaly, can be achieved by adding additional
quadratic and quartic terms containing the determinant
of the field Φ [61]. We return to this point later.
The critical behavior at a continuous transition is con-
trolled by the FPs of the RG flow, which are determined
by the common zeroes of the β-functions associated with
the quartic parameters. To study the RG flow of the
Φ4 theory (8), we consider two different perturbative
schemes.
In the massive zero-momentum (MZM) scheme [7, 39,
62] one performs the perturbative expansion directly in
three dimensions, in the critical region of the disordered
phase. The MZM perturbative expansions of the β func-
tions and of the critical exponents have been computed
to six loops, requiring the computation of approximately
1000 Feynman diagrams. The six-loop series of the β
functions were reported in Ref. [61], here we also report
4those of the RG functions associated with the critical
exponents, in App. A 1.
In the 3D MS scheme one considers the massless crit-
ical theory: one uses dimensional regularization and the
modified minimal-subtraction prescription, thus the RG
functions are obtained from the divergences appearing
in the perturbative expansion of the correlation func-
tions [66]. In the standard ǫ-expansion scheme [67], the
FPs, i.e., the common zeroes of the β-functions, are
determined perturbatively as expansions in powers of
ǫ ≡ d − 4, while exponents are obtained by expanding
the corresponding RG functions computed at the FP in
powers of ǫ. Physical results are then obtained by ex-
trapolating the results to d = 3. This procedure assumes
the existence of a FP for ǫ → 0, i.e., close to four di-
mensions. Therefore, it allows one to determine only
those three-dimensional FPs which can be defined, by
analytic continuation, close to four dimensions. Other
FPs, which do not have a four-dimensional counterpart,
cannot be detected. This problem is overcome by the 3D
MS scheme without ǫ expansion [63, 64, 68]. The RG
functions βu,v and ηφ,t are the MS functions. However,
ǫ ≡ 4− d is no longer considered as a small quantity, but
it is set equal to its physical value (ǫ = 1 in our case)
before computing the FPs. This provides a well defined
3D perturbative scheme which allows us to compute uni-
versal quantities, without the need of expanding around
d = 4 [63, 64]. In the MS scheme the RG series of the
β functions are known up to five loops [69]; here we also
present the five-loop series of the RG functions associ-
ated with the critical exponents. They are reported in
App. A 2.
The physically relevant results are obtained by resum-
ming the perturbative expansions (which are divergent
but Borel summable), using methods that take into ac-
count their large-order behavior, which is computed by
semiclassical (hence, intrinsically nonperturbative) in-
stanton calculations [39, 70, 71]. For the model (8) the
large-order behavior is discussed in Refs. [61, 68]. The
method we use is described in Refs. [39, 71]. Resumma-
tions depend on two parameters, which are optimized in
the procedure [72].
III. RG PERTURBATIVE RESULTS FOR THE
3D U(2)⊗U(2) THEORY
In this section we study the 3D RG flow of model (8)
in the case relevant for QCD with two light flavors, i.e.
for N = 2 and v0 > 0. Fig. 1 provides a sketch of the
locations of the stable and unstable FPs. The RG trajec-
tories, starting from the unstable Gaussian FP (denoted
by G in Fig. 1) of the quadratic theory, flow toward a
nontrivial FP (denoted by S) for an extended region of
quartic bare parameters v0 and u0, which implies the sta-
bility of the FP. We then determine the critical exponents
at the stable FP.
u
zeroes of 
zeroes of  β
βu
OG
v
S
v
FIG. 1: Zeroes of the β-functions βu and βv associated with
the quartic couplings of the Lagrangian (8) forN = 2. For v ≥
0 the β-functions have three common zeroes, corresponding
to three FPs: the Gaussian (G) and O(8) (O) FPs along the
v = 0 axis are unstable, while the FP (S) with v > 0 and
u < 0 is stable.
A. RG trajectories toward the stable FP
We first consider the MZM scheme, where one expands
in powers of the zero-momentum renormalized quartic
couplings. The theory is renormalized by introducing
a set of zero-momentum conditions for the one-particle
irreducible two-point and four-point correlation functions
of the 2×2 matrix-like field Φab:
Γ
(2)
a1a2,b1b2
(p) = δa1b1δa2b2Z
−1
φ
[
m2 + p2 +O(p4)
]
, (9)
Γ
(4)
a1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2
(0) = 2πZ−2φ m
4−d × (10)
× (uUa1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2 + vVa1a2,b1b2,c1c2,d1d2) ,
where Zφ is the renormalization constant of the order-
parameter field Φ, and U, V are appropriate form factors
defined so that u ∝ u0/m and v ∝ v0/m at the leading
tree order (more details are reported in Ref. [61], where
the coupling u, v were denoted by u¯, v¯). The FPs of the
theory are given by the common zeroes of the Callan-
Symanzik β-functions
βu(u, v) = m
∂u
∂m
∣∣
∣
∣
u0,v0
, βv(u, v) = m
∂v
∂m
∣∣
∣
∣
u0,v0
. (11)
The resummation of the six-loop series of the β functions,
as outlined in Refs. [61, 73], finds a FP (point S in Fig. 1)
at [60, 74]
u∗ = −3.4(3), v∗ = 5.3(3), (12)
beside the unstable Gaussian FP at u = v = 0 and the
O(8) FP along the v = 0 axis, see Fig. 1. A FP is stable
if all eigenvalues of the corresponding stability matrix,
Ωij = ∂βi/∂gj (where g1,2 corresponds to u, v) have pos-
itive real part. The numerical analysis of the stability
matrix at the FP (12) favours its stability [59]. In the fol-
lowing we provide a more direct evidence of the stability
of this FP showing that the RG trajectories in the space
of the renormalized couplings flow towards this FP for an
5extended region of bare parameters. Physically, the val-
ues u∗ and v∗ at a stable FP are the two independent (RG
invariant) couplings which describe the zero-momentum
behavior of the quartic correlations in the critical region
of the disordered phase [7].
The existence of a stable FP is confirmed by the anal-
ysis of the β functions in the 3D MS scheme. The renor-
malized couplings are again defined from the irreducible
four-point correlation function, and the MS β functions
are
βu(u, v) = µ
∂u
∂µ
∣
∣
∣
∣
u0,v0
, βv(u, v) = µ
∂v
∂µ
∣
∣
∣
∣
u0,v0
, (13)
where µ is the energy scale of this massless scheme. See
Ref. [69] for more details. In the 3D MS scheme we set
ǫ = 4 − d = 1 and then resum the series using Borel
resummation techniques. The five-loop series of the β
functions are reported in App. A 2. Again a nontrivial
common zero of the β functions is found at [74]
u∗ = −0.55(6), v∗ = 1.22(9), (14)
which is represented by the point S in Fig. 1. Note that
the renormalized couplings of the MZM and MS pertur-
bative schemes correspond to different quartic couplings,
thus their FP values, cf. Eqs. (12) and (14), differ.
In order to check the stability of these FPs and de-
termine their attraction domain, we study the RG flow
in the space of the renormalized parameters. If u and
v are the renormalized couplings and u0, v0 the corre-
sponding Lagrangian couplings that satisfy u ≈ u0/m
and v ≈ v0/m at tree level (m is the zero-momentum
mass in the MZM scheme and the renormalization en-
ergy scale µ in the MS scheme), the RG trajectories are
determined by solving the differential equations
−λdu
dλ
= βu(u(λ), v(λ)),
−λdv
dλ
= βv(u(λ), v(λ)), (15)
where λ ∈ [0,∞), with the initial conditions
u(0) = v(0) = 0,
du
dλ
∣
∣
∣
∣
λ=0
= s ≡ u0
v0
,
dv
dλ
∣
∣
∣
∣
λ=0
= 1, (16)
where s parametrizes the different RG trajectories in
terms of the bare quartic parameters. Note that the ini-
tial condition dv/dλ = +1 for v is required by the theory.
Indeed, systems with v0 < 0 are associated with transi-
tions with a different symmetry-breaking pattern, i.e.
U(Nf )L ⊗U(Nf )R → U(Nf − 1)L ⊗U(Nf − 1)R. (17)
Since the stability of the Φ4 theory (8) requires [61]
u0 + v0 > 0, u0 +
1
2
v0 > 0, (18)
−4 −3 −2 −1 0 1
u
0
2
4
6
v
s=10
s=1
s=0.1
s=0.01
s=-0.01
s=-0.1
s=-0.2
s=-0.3
s=-0.4
stable FP
from 6-loop MZM
FIG. 2: The RG flow in the renormalized coupling space of
the MZM scheme, for several values of the ratio s ≡ u0/v0 of
the bare quartic parameters.
−0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0.0 0.2
u
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
v
s=10
s=1
s=0.1
s=-0.01
s=-0.1
s=-0.3
s=-0.4
s=-0.49
stable FP
from 5-loop 3D MS
FIG. 3: RG flow in the renormalized coupling space of the
massless 3D MS scheme, for several values of the ratio s ≡
u0/v0 of the bare quartic parameters.
physical systems corresponding to the effective theory (8)
with v0 > 0 and s < −1/2 are expected to undergo a
first-order phase transition.
The RG trajectories for s > −1/2 are determined by
solving Eq. (15) after resumming the expansions of the
β functions. In Figs. 2 and 3 we report the RG flow for
several values of the ratio s, as obtained by a particular
choice of the approximants that are used to perform the
resummation of the perturbative β functions [39, 71, 72].
Different approximants show analogous qualitative be-
haviors when they are chosen in the optimal region, de-
fined as outlined in Refs. [39, 71]. The RG trajectories
in both schemes are attracted by a FP for an extended
region of bare quartic parameters u0, v0, which implies
that the FP is stable. In the MS scheme, all trajectories
with s & −0.5 flow towards the FP given in Eq. (12),
which is indeed the stable FP of the model. In the MZM
scheme, we find the same as long as s & −0.4. The tra-
jectory that corresponds to s = −0.4 runs away, into the
region in which the perturbative series can no longer be
6resummed (the closest Borel singularity is on the posi-
tive real axis), hence we are not able to determine its
large-λ behavior. In any case, both perturbative schemes
show the presence of a stable FP. Moreover, both schemes
consistently find that the attraction domain of the bare
quartic parameters corresponds to s = u0/v0 & −0.5.
Note that no stable FP is found close to d = 4, in
agreement with the one-loop ǫ-expansion calculation of
Ref. [5], see also Ref. [69]. However, the extension of this
result to the relevant d = 3 dimension fails. This is not
the only physically interesting case in which ǫ-expansion
calculations fail to provide the correct physical picture in
three dimensions. For example, this also occurs for the
Ginzburg-Landau model of superconductors, in which a
complex scalar field couples to a gauge field: although ǫ-
expansion calculations do not find a stable FP [75], thus
predicting first-order transitions, it is now well estab-
lished (see, e.g., Refs. [76, 77]) that 3D systems described
by the Ginzburg-Landau model can also undergo a con-
tinuous transition—this implies the presence of a stable
FP in the 3D Ginzburg-Landau theory—in agreement
with experiments [78]. Other examples are provided by
the LGW Φ4 theories describing frustrated spin models
with noncollinear order [68] and the 3He superfluid tran-
sition form the normal to the planar phase [79].
Finally, we also mention that the RG flow of the
U(2)⊗U(2) scalar theory has been also studied by meth-
ods based on approximate solutions of functional RG
equations. [80, 81] They have not found evidence of a
stable FP, but they were limited to approximations keep-
ing only the first terms of the derivative expansion of the
effective action.
B. The critical exponents of the U(2)⊗U(2) Φ4
theory.
We now compute the critical exponents by evaluating
the corresponding RG functions at the stable FP. In the
MZM scheme they are given by
ηφ(u, v) =
∂ lnZφ
∂ lnm
, ηt(u, v) =
∂ lnZt
∂ lnm
, (19)
where Zφ and Zt are the renormalization functions of
the field Φ and of the quadratic operator TrΦ†Φ, respec-
tively [61]. The six-loop series are reported in App. A 1.
We have performed an analogous calculation in the MS
scheme. The perturbative five-loop series are reported in
App. A 2.
The critical exponents are obtained by evaluating the
resummed RG functions at the stable FP. In particular,
η = ηφ(u
∗, v∗), ν = [2− η + ηt(u∗, v∗)]−1. (20)
Resumming the perturbative series by using the
conformal-Borel method [39], we obtain
ν = 0.71(7), η = 0.12(1), [6 loop MZM], (21)
ν = 0.76(10), η = 0.11(6), [5 loop MS]. (22)
The errors take into account the uncertainty on the loca-
tion of the FP, the dependence of the results on the re-
summation parameters and the stability of the estimates
with respect to the number of terms in the series [74].
Estimates (21) and (22) obtained in the two pertur-
bative schemes are fully consistent. This agreement pro-
vides a nontrivial crosscheck of the accuracy of the anal-
ysis of the MZM and 3D MS perturbative series: the
resummation of the perturbative expansions in two dif-
ferent schemes give consistent results for the universal
quantities. This fact may be hardly explained as an arte-
fact of the resummation; it should instead be considered
as a robust evidence of the existence of a stable FP de-
scribing 3D continuous transitions characterized by the
symmetry-breaking pattern U(2)⊗U(2)→U(2).
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we report a detailed study of the RG
flow of the Φ4 model (8) for N = 2, which is relevant
for the finite-T chiral transition of two-flavor QCD if the
U(1)A symmetry is restored at the chiral transition. For
this purpose we consider two field-theoretical perturba-
tive schemes: the MZM scheme, defined in the disor-
dered massive phase, and the 3D MS scheme without ǫ
expansion, which considers the massless critical theory.
Extending previous RG studies [59–61], we verify the ex-
istence of a stable FP with v0 > 0, which is the relevant
domain for the symmetry-breaking pattern (6). We study
the RG flow in the space of the renormalized quartic cou-
plings, as obtained by the analysis of the perturbative
expansions of the β functions, computed to six and five
loops in the MZM and 3D MS scheme, respectively. In
both cases the RG trajectories starting from the unstable
Gaussian FP flow towards a nontrivial stable FP for an
extended region of the bare quartic parameters u0, v0,
i.e. for u0/v0 & −0.5. This implies that systems corre-
sponding to an effective Lagrangian with u0/v0 & −0.5
undergo a continuous transition. We also estimate the
corresponding critical exponents, obtaining consistent re-
sults in the two field-theoretical schemes considered, cf.
Eqs. (21) and (22). On the other hand, systems cor-
responding to u0/v0 . −0.5 are expected to undergo a
first-order transition.
The existence of a stable FP with v > 0 implies that
the finite-T chiral transition of two-flavor QCD can be
continuous also if the U(1)A symmetry is effectively re-
stored at Tc. Although the critical behavior differs from
that expected in the case of a substantial U(1)A sym-
metry breaking around Tc, which is the 3D O(4) vec-
tor universality class, we note that differences are small.
For instance, the critical exponents of the O(4) uni-
versality class [9, 13], ν = 0.749(2), η = 0.0365(10),
δ = (5−η)/(1+η) ≈ 4.789(6), β = ν(1+η)/2 ≈ 0.388(1),
γ = ν(2 − η) = 1.471(4) and α = 2 − 3ν = −0.247(6)
are close to those we have obtained for model (8). In
the MZM scheme we obtain ν = 0.71(7), η = 0.12(1),
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FIG. 4: Possible phase diagrams in the T -g plane for the effec-
tive model with symmetry-breaking pattern (4). The param-
eter g is proportional to the U(1)A symmetry breaking, hence
for g = 0 we reobtain the model with symmetry-breaking
pattern (6). On the left panel, the multicritical transition at
g = 0 is continuous, on the right panel it is of first order.
Thick black lines indicate first-order transitions. The end-
points of the first-order transition lines correspond to mean-
field transitions with logarithmic corrections.
δ = 4.3(1), β = 0.40(4), γ = 1.3(1), and α = 0.1(2).
In the MS scheme we obtain instead ν = 0.76(10),
η = 0.11(6), δ = 4.4(3), β = 0.42(6), γ = 1.4(2), and
α = −0.3(3). Thus, only very accurate estimates of the
critical exponents can distinguish the two different criti-
cal behaviors.
We stress that the existence of a universality class does
not exclude that some systems with the same order pa-
rameter and symmetry-breaking pattern undergo a first-
order transition. This occurs when the system is outside
the attraction domain of the stable FP, i.e., when the sys-
tem at the transition is effectively described by the La-
grangian (8) with quartic parameters u0 and v0 belonging
to the large region u0/v0 . −0.5. The nature (first-order
or continuous) of the transition is nonuniversal, since it
depends on the details of the model and not only on the
global features that characterize the universality class.
For example, the model considered in Ref. [82], which cor-
responds to two-flavor lattice QED with the same sym-
metry breaking U(2)L ⊗ U(2)R → U(2)V , shows a first-
order transition. This result cannot be extended to all
transitions with the same symmetry breaking, because it
is indeed possible that this model corresponds to a run-
away RG trajectory, while the case relevant to QCD may
belong to the attraction domain of the stable FP, thus
undergoing a continuous transition.
The results for model (8) are also of interest if chiral
symmetry is not exactly restored at Tc, but U(1)A break-
ing effects are small. In this case we can parametrize the
effective Lagrangian as
LSU(2) = LU(2) + w0
(
detΦ† + detΦ
)
+ (23)
x0
4
(
TrΦ†Φ
) (
detΦ† + detΦ
)
+
y0
4
[
(detΦ†)2 + (detΦ)2
]
,
where we added all terms up to dimension four which con-
tain the determinant of the 2×2 order parameter field and
leave a residual SU(2)⊗SU(2) symmetry. In the context
of two-flavor QCD, we may assume that w0, x0, y0 ∼ g
where g parametrizes the effective breaking of the U(1)A
symmetry. In the T -g plane, the U(2)L⊗U(2)R transition
point becomes a multicritical point [61], as Lagrangian
(23) contains two quadratic terms. In Fig. 4 we show two
possible phase diagrams, depending on the nature of the
transition at g = 0. In the first case (left panel of Fig. 4),
the transition is always continuous for g 6= 0 along the
critical line Tc(g). But if |g| is small, we may observe
a crossover behavior controlled by the U(2)⊗U(2) multi-
critical point at g = 0: the free energy should behave as
Fsing ≈ t3νf(gt−φ), where t ∝ T − Tc(g = 0), ν ≈ 0.7,
and φ ≈ 1.3 [83]. In practice, if g is small, one might ob-
serve two different behaviors depending on the distance
of T from the critical line Tc(g). For |T − Tc(g)| not
too small, the RG flow is influenced by the U(2)⊗U(2)
multicritical point, hence one would observe an effective
critical behavior analogous to that for g = 0. As T ap-
proaches Tc(g), this crossover behavior disappears and
the O(4) behavior is eventually observed. In the other
case, shown in the right panel of Fig. 4, we expect first-
order transitions to occur also for |g| small, up to an
endpoint g∗ where mean-field behavior with logarithmic
corrections should be observed; then the continuous tran-
sition for larger g > g∗ (note that g∗ does not need to
be small) is expected to belong to the O(4) universal-
ity class. The available numerical MC results for QCD
with two light flavors do not yet allow us to distinguish
between the above scenarios.
Finally, we would like to discuss the possible scenarios
for the finite-T transitions of the QCD-like theory with a
large number Nc of colors, widening the parameter space
to get further hints for the relevant Nc = 3 case. We
first note that the universality arguments based on the
global flavor symmetries do not depend on the number
of colors, thus they hold for any Nc > 3 (keeping Nf
fixed) as well, including Nc → ∞. At large Nc, keeping
the number Nf of flavors fixed, we expect a first-order
transition corresponding to the deconfinement transition
of pure SU(Nc) gauge theories for a large number of col-
ors, thus at [84, 85] Tc/
√
σ = 0.545(2) + O(N−2c ) where
σ is the string tension. The presence of Nf = 2 fermion
flavors, which contribute to O(1/Nc) according to stan-
dard large-Nc scaling arguments [86], cannot smooth out
this transition whose latent heat is O(N2c ) [87–89]. This
opens the road to other possible scenarios with respect
to the standard three-color QCD. Indeed, the chiral sym-
metry of the fermions may be restored at the same tran-
sition point, or we may have another transition at a
larger temperature [89], like the case of QCD with ad-
joint fermions [90, 91], where the deconfinement and chi-
ral transitions occur at different temperatures. More-
over, since the U(1)A anomaly is suppressed by 1/Nc
in the large-Nc limit [92], the U(1)A symmetry break-
ing is further suppressed at large Nc, as also shown
by the behavior χpi − χδ ∼ T−κ, where the exponent
κ ∼ Nc, cf. Eq. (5). Therefore, with increasing Nc,
the effective symmetry breaking at the chiral transi-
tion with two light flavors should be better and bet-
ter described by U(2)L ⊗ U(2)R → U(2)V , rather than
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R → SU(2)V .
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Appendix A: High-order pertubative series of the
U(2)⊗ U(2) Φ4 theory
In this appendix we report the perturbative series used
in the paper to analyze the RG flow of the U(2)⊗U(2)
Φ4 theory (8) and estimate the critical exponents, i.e.
the six-loop series of the MZM scheme and the five-loop
series of the 3D MS scheme.
1. The MZM series up to six loops
The β functions of the MZM perturbative schemes have been already reported to six loops in Ref. [61]. Here
we report the six-loop RG functions defined in Eq. (19), which allow us to evaluate the critical exponents through
Eqs. (20). They are given by
ηφ(u, v) = 0.011574074u
2+ 0.000964218u3+ 0.001280763u4− 0.000212863u5+ 0.000487251u6 (A1)
+0.018518518uv+ 0.002314125u2v + 0.004098443u3v − 0.00085145u4v + 0.00233880u5v
+0.011574074v2+ 0.002241809uv2+ 0.00595656u2v2 − 0.00169549u3v2 + 0.00540470u4v2
+0.000771375v3+ 0.00417400uv3− 0.00183407u2v3 + 0.0071929u3v3
+0.00105250v4+ 0.000956991uv4+ 0.00550762u2v4 − 0.000180727v5+ 0.00223754uv5+ 0.000372148v6,
and
ηt(u, v) = −0.625u+ 0.078125u2− 0.053818796u3+ 0.0282218u4− 0.0265992u5+ 0.0230998u6 (A2)
−0.5v + 0.125uv− 0.12916511u2v + 0.0903098u3v − 0.10639677u4v + 0.11087907u5v
+0.078125v2− 0.12444547uv2 + 0.13414445u2v2 − 0.19715907u3v2 + 0.2561752u4v2
−0.0430550v3 + 0.0964956uv3− 0.1970603u2v3 + 0.3409476u3v3
+0.0241934v4− 0.0993356uv4 + 0.260895u2v4 − 0.0193974v5 + 0.1057591uv5 + 0.017517v6.
2. The MS series up to five loops
We report the perturbative series in the MS scheme. The β functions were computed in Ref. [69], where they
were explictly reported up to three loops for generic U(M)⊗U(N) models. Here we report the five-loop series of the
β functions and of the RG functions associated with the critical exponents for the case relevant for QCD with two
flavors, i.e. the Φ4 theory (8) with N = 2.
The β functions are given by [93]
βu(u, v) = −u+ 4u2 + 4uv + 32v2 − 578 u3 − 11u2v − 618 uv2 − 3v3 + 938 u4ζ(3) + 38916 u4 + 24u3vζ(3) + 97516 u3v
+ 994 u
2v2ζ(3) + 9347128 u
2v2 + 18uv3ζ(3) + 45uv3 + 6v4ζ(3) + 1197128 v
4 − 188516 u5ζ(5)− 311932 u5ζ(3) + 31120π4u5
− 51759512 u5 − 340u4vζ(5)− 11834 u4vζ(3) + 161240π4u4v − 10449u
4
32 v − 39058 u3v2ζ(5)− 684916 u3v2ζ(3) + 353480π4u3v2
− 391151768 u3v2 − 8952 u2v3ζ(5)− 377u2v3ζ(3) + 815π4u2v3 − 4291996 u2v3 − 18758 uv4ζ(5)− 304916 uv4ζ(3)
+ 3196π
4uv4 − 1269764 uv4 − 50v5ζ(5)− 3258 v5ζ(3) + 548π4v5 − 109732 v5 + 646947512 u6ζ(7) + 333739256 u6ζ(5)
− 364u6ζ(3)2 + 333239512 u6ζ(3)− 18854032π6u6 − 68272560π4u6 + 121665256 u6 + 14685332 u5vζ(7) + 15815132 u5vζ(5)
− 50732 u5vζ(3)2 + 320791128 u5vζ(3)− 66254032π6u5v − 374813840 π4u5v + 494921256 u5v + 4266675512 u4v2ζ(7) + 1144635128 u4v2ζ(5)
− 7017256 u4v2ζ(3)2 + 47959271024 u4v2ζ(3)− 96153584π6u4v2 − 50434330720 π4u4v2 + 78528812048 u4v2 + 9702u3v3ζ(7) + 794158 u3v3ζ(5)
− 34u3v3ζ(3)2 + 17180132 u3v3ζ(3)− 15556 π6u3v3 − 8173480 π4u3v3 + 68144351536 u3v3 + 3658095512 u2v4ζ(7) + 1773961256 u2v4ζ(5)
+ 2777128 u
2v4ζ(3)2 + 1942077512 u
2v4ζ(3)− 9464548384π6u2v4 − 18236315360 π4u2v4 + 3614728712288 u2v4 + 18918964 uv5ζ(7)
+ 4435116 uv
5ζ(5) + 1038 uv
5ζ(3)2 + 189841128 uv
5ζ(3)− 25853024π6uv5 − 1647320 π4uv5 + 21216432048 uv5
+ 265041512 v
6ζ(7) + 61459128 v
6ζ(5) + 8164v
6ζ(3)2 + 2462911024 v
6ζ(3)− 3352016π6v6 − 31253072π4v6 + 253803516384 v6, (A3)
9βv(u, v) = −v + 3uv + 2v2 − 618 u2v − 11uv2 − 278 v3 + 134964 u3v + 145132 u2v2 + 57516 uv3 + 34732 v4 + 332 u3vζ(3)
+36u2v2ζ(3) + 24uv3ζ(3) + 92v
4ζ(3)− 49815512 u4v + 2964π4u4v − 2783596 u3v2 + 163120π4u3v2 − 272945768 u2v3 + 2215π4u2v3
− 663532 uv4 + 5380π4uv4 − 3658 v5 + 110π4v5 − 376532 u4vζ(3)− 6912 u3v2ζ(3)− 611116 u2v3ζ(3)− 15078 uv4ζ(3)− 56716 v5ζ(3)
− 262516 u4vζ(5)− 480u3v2ζ(5)− 21154 u2v3ζ(5)− 10454 uv4ζ(5)− 79516 v5ζ(5) + 4453551024 u5v − 5836715360π4u5v
− 1211516128π6u5v + 209163128 u4v2 − 1090877680 π4u4v2 − 75352688π6u4v2 + 168377656144 u3v3 − 814913840 π4u3v3 − 84552016π6u3v3
+ 38084471536 u
2v4 − 302891920 π4u2v4 − 3800512096π6u2v4 + 93316638192 uv5 − 1485256 π4uv5 − 2855524192π6uv5 + 8252454096 v6 − 12851536π4v6
− 528π6v6 + 395479512 u5vζ(3) + 734983256 u4v2ζ(3) + 28265364 u3v3ζ(3) + 5604316 u2v4ζ(3) + 736561512 uv5ζ(3) + 63485256 v6ζ(3)
+ 2499128 u
5vζ(3)2 + 430564 u
4v2ζ(3)2 + 4054 u
3v3ζ(3)2 + 277132 u
2v4ζ(3)2 + 257964 uv
5ζ(3)2 + 23132 v
6ζ(3)2 + 10523164 u
5vζ(5)
+ 39000364 u
4v2ζ(5) + 29549132 u
3v3ζ(5) + 45749564 u
2v4ζ(5) + 56472 uv
5ζ(5) + 2903564 v
6ζ(5) + 472311256 u
5vζ(7)
+ 21829532 u
4v2ζ(7) + 1325205128 u
3v3ζ(7) + 1030617128 u
2v4ζ(7) + 816291256 uv
5ζ(7) + 1631732 v
6ζ(7). (A4)
The five-loop series of the RG functions associated with the critical exponents are
ηφ(u, v) = +
5
16u
2 + 12uv +
5
16v
2 − 516u3 − 34u2v − 93128uv2 − 14v3
+ 11251024u
4 + 22564 u
3v + 2835512 u
2v2 + 13532 uv
3 + 135128v
4 − 48564 u5 − 311536π4u5 − 48516 u4v − 31384π4u4v
− 1144692048 u3v2 − 119768π4u3v2 − 28337512 u2v3 − 31192π4u2v3 − 570592048 uv4 − 112π4uv4 − 57431024v5 − 311920π4v5 + 515512u5ζ(3)
+ 515128u
4vζ(3) + 3593512 u
3v2ζ(3) + 40764 u
2v3ζ(3) + 1513512 uv
4ζ(3) + 1932v
5ζ(3), (A5)
ηt(u, v) = − 5u2 − 2v + 158 u2 + 3uv + 158 v2 − 1195128 u3 − 71732 u2v − 2775128 uv2 − 23932 v3 + 9825256 u4 + 31384π4u4 + 196516 u3v
+ 31120π
4u3v + 14318 u
2v2 + 119320π
4u2v2 + 402932 uv
3 + 31120π
4uv3 + 8103256 v
4 + 115π
4v4 + 42564 u
4ζ(3) + 854 u
3vζ(3)
+ 512 u
2v2ζ(3) + 1078 uv
3ζ(3) + 20964 v
4ζ(3)− 3980852048 u5 − 25036144π4u5 − 942596768π6u5 − 398085512 u4v − 25031536π4u4v
− 942524192π6u4v − 58885294096 u3v2 − 242097680 π4u3v2 − 3488548384π6u3v2 − 366513256 u2v3 − 127673840 π4u2v3 − 870512096π6u2v3
− 1183254916384 uv4 − 2699915360π4uv4 − 1773548384π6uv4 − 5898574096 v5 − 6911920π4v5 − 179524192π6v5 − 1029551024 u5ζ(3)− 102955256 u4vζ(3)
− 364439512 u3v2ζ(3)− 85837128 u2v3ζ(3)− 3346851024 uv4ζ(3)− 16379256 v5ζ(3) + 4675256 u5ζ(3)2 + 467564 u4vζ(3)2 + 17687128 u3v2ζ(3)2
+ 453132 u
2v3ζ(3)2 + 9307128 uv
4ζ(3)2 + 91764 v
5ζ(3)2 + 8564u
5ζ(5) + 8516u
4vζ(5) + 1601128 u
3v2ζ(5) + 654 u
2v3ζ(5)
+ 46164 uv
4ζ(5)− 116v5ζ(5). (A6)
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